TOP 7

Things You Should Require
— From Your —

CUSTOM SEASONINGS PROVIDER
1

GFSI: Global Food Safety Initiative Compliant: We hold ourselves to the highest level of
health standards, adopting the criteria of the GFSI—an industry-driven global collaboration
to advance food safety. Customers who work with us can take comfort knowing that health
is the leading component in measuring the quality of our product.

2

A streamlined regulatory process: We allow you to change vendors with ease by acquiring
the necessary documentation you need from us upfront. Among the items, we’ll provide a
comprehensive specification sheet that includes an ingredients statement, microbiological
specifications, an allergen statement, country of origin, granulation and flow characteristics,
a letter of guarantee, kosher or halal certification, and nutritionals.

3

Skilled On-Site Professionals: Need assistance in refining your current recipe? Looking to
replicate an existing formula? Our highly skilled on-site research and development staff
become an extension of your team to help you enhance the quality and consistency of
your end product.

4

Commitment to confidentiality: The Sentry Guard is a figure prepared to watch over and
defend your most sacred assets. What could be more sacred than a namesake recipe? Our
research development experts are committed to keeping your products’ unique custom
blends strictly and completely confidential.

5

Fast turnarounds: A lot of opportunities are lost in this industry due to the tight timelines
involved. We, at Sentry Seasonings, pride ourselves on being able to deliver information,
samples, and products quickly so that our customers aren’t prevented from capitalizing on
new opportunities for growth.

6

Reliable network of supply chain vendors in the U.S. and abroad: We rely on vendors
just like you do, and in our 25 years of business, we’ve cultivated an expansive network of
supply chain vendors in the U.S. and abroad that we view as an extension of our team. We
work with our vendors to ensure that we deliver quality, custom seasonings that maintain
consistency across all of your food products.

7

Portion control packaging: Sentry Seasonings strives to achieve time-sensitive efficiency
without compromising the quality of your products. You have the option of having us
deliver your seasonings in precise portions so you can process orders faster and deliver a
consistent final product.

Get your no-cost sample
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